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By Hyok Kang

Little, Brown Book Group, United Kingdom, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Hyok Kang was eighteen when he escaped from North Korea, a country locked
away from the outside world. This personal, illustrated account of school days in a rigidly
communist institution and everyday life with his family and community provides a rare glimpse of
this secretive nation. His shocking and moving portrayal bears witness to this spirited young boy s
resilience and survival in a society forced to operate under the shadow of labour camps, public
executions and the deception of UN representatives by Korean officials. When the famine comes so
too does death by starvation of friends and close ones, and Hyok Kang watches as his classmates
drop out of school one by one, too weak to attend. All this is normal. After all, the propaganda
North Koreans are fed by their government insists that compared to the rest of the world, this is
paradise! Hyok Kang s childhood and courageous escape through China Vietnam and Cambodia to
South Korea is a remarkable story that goes to the heart of a nation living under a disturbing
delusion of paradise .
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Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa  K utch V-- Miss Elissa  K utch V

These kinds of pdf is the greatest ebook accessible. It is one of the most amazing ebook i have got go through. Your life span will likely be transform once
you comprehensive reading this article publication.
-- Sa nta  Lowe-- Sa nta  Lowe
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